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which has better fuel economy manual or automatic - while manual transmissions used to be more fuel efficient than
automatics some of today s automatic transmissions are changing that notion one thing that s helping automatic
transmission catch up is the wider use of continuously variable transmissions cvts, 5 myths about stick shifts manual vs
automatic - 1 manual cars always get better fuel economy than cars with automatic gearboxes in the past it was pretty
much a given that vehicles with manual transmissions would be more fuel efficient than their automatic counterparts, are
manual transmission cars more fuel efficient than - but are manual transmission cars more fuel efficient than automatics
well that is the matter of a long standing debate well that is the matter of a long standing debate, why do cars with manual
transmissions consume fuel more - this is why standards get better fuel economy than automatics and no adding more
gears to an automatic doesn t increase fuel economy or my 55 chevrolet bel aire 3 speed manual would only get 12 mpg
instead of 27 mpg, manual vs automatic transmission which is more efficient - 1 allianz the shift away from manual
vehicles accessed june 2015 2 arnold clark are automatic cars now more fuel efficient than manual accessed june 2015 3
edmunds five myths about stick shifts manual vs automatic transmissions accessed june 2015, are automatic cars now
more fuel efficient than manual - it could be that if you drive an efficient manual car aggressively you would get worse fuel
economy than if you drove an inefficient automatic well people tend to drive manuals more aggressively because well it s
just more fun, manual vs automatic transmission which gets better - manual transmissions don t have this convertor
and use a clutch instead the torque convertor was never 100 effective when the car was in motion causing cars to lose more
power and burn more fuel on the highway than cars with manual transmissions, why manual cars are more fuel efficient
than automatic - the common man logic says that in automatic gear cars gear shifting is more systematic so it should be
more fuel efficient while manual gear shifting may be different for different drivers so it might be more hard on fuel but we
are told the otherwise
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